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IN T R O D U C T IO N

 Hill Mari = Western Mari (< ??Finno-Volgaic < Finno-Ugric < 

Uralic).

 Spoken in the Republic of Mari El (Russia) along with 

Meadow Mari.

 2010 population census:

✓ Meadow Mari: ca. 345.000 speakers in Russia (Mari El + 

some other regions)

✓ Hill Mari: ca. 22.500 speakers (mainly in Hill Mari district).

 Two languages vs. two dialects, but certainly two standard 

varieties and two quite different systems.



Moscow Mari El



Hill Mari district









THIS TALK

 Team project on the field study of Hill Mari.

 Framework & brief history.

 Outline of the results & website.

 Sociolinguistic situation & research focus & the use of 

different methods.



MSU F IE L D T R IP S

 OTIPL (Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics, 

Rus. Отделение теоретической и прикладной 

лингвистики).

 1967 – …

 Languages of the Caucasus (Lak, Archi, Khinalug, Bagvalal, 

Godoberi, Tsakhur, Svan, Karachay-Balkar, …), the Pamir 

(Shughni), Siberia and the Far East (Alutor, Tuvan, Buryat), 

the Volga region (Tatar, Chuvash).

 The Uralic languages: Selkup, Nenets, Enets, Erzya, 

Moksha, Komi, Udmurt, Khanty, Meadow Mari.



AL E X A N D R E. KIB R IK (1939–2012)



AR IA D N A I. KU Z N E T S O V A (1932–2015)



RECENT PROJECT

 Russian scientific foundation, №16-18-02081, “Four grammars 

of languages of multilingual Russia” (led by S. G. Tatevosov).

 Collective monographs:

✓ Mishar Tatar: Элементы татарского языка в 

типологическом освещении. Мишарский диалект / ред. 

С. Г. Татевосов и др. М., 2017.

✓ Moksha: Элементы мокшанского языка в типологическом 

освещении / ред. С. Ю. Толдова, М. А. Холодилова и др. 

М., 2018.

✓ Barguzin Buryat (in press): Элементы бурятского языка в 

типологическом освещении. Баргузинский диалект

/ ред. С. Г. Татевосов и др. М., в печати.

 Website on Chukchi: http://chuklang.ru

https://vk.com/away.php?to=http%3A%2F%2Fchuklang.ru&cc_key=


METHODOLOGY

 Based on [Kibrik 1972/1977, 2005, 2007], see also 

http://otipl.philol.msu.ru/~kibrik/site/expeditions

 Team fieldwork: large groups (+/- 20 people); a specific 

research area for each participant & deep analysis of each 

topic; workshops; interaction.

 Research & teaching students & research carried out by 

students as well.

 Not necessarily the standard variety of a language.

 Often the focus is put on one particular local dialect to 

eliminate the factor of dialectal variation.

 Field research ≠ learning to speak a language.

 Solid theoretical and typological background

& each participant is free to choose a theoretical approach.

 Elicitation, experimental studies, texts.

http://otipl.philol.msu.ru/~kibrik/site/expeditions


OU R P R O JE C T O N HIL L MA R I

 2016 – present, led by E. V. Kashkin.

 15-20 participants in each summer field trip + some smaller 

trips.

 Research fellows (MSU and some other organizations) + 

students.

 Studies in phonetics, grammar, lexical semantics.

 Eastern part of the Hill Mari district: the village of 

Kuznetsovo and several surrounding villages.

 Another direction of research: the village of Mikryakovo, 

Western part of the Hill Mari district (field trips of MSU and 

field trips of HSE, both led by S. Ju. Toldova).

 Further talk: only our project in Kuznetsovo.







OU R M A IN R E S U L T S S O F A R

 Everything is available on the website:

http://hillmari-exp.tilda.ws/ (Russian and English versions).

 30+ articles in peer-reviewed journals and in various 

volumes.

 100+ conference talks & abstracts.

 Pilot version of the corpus: 63.522 tokens (to be enlarged).

http://hillmari-exp.tilda.ws/








HILL MARI: SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION

 Very good maintenance at least in villages.

 But: a gradual shift of younger people to Russian.

 Everyday communication.

 Some fiction, media, online resources.

 Some cultural events.

 Very limited use in the official communication.

 Literary standard + many well-educated consultants.

 Taught at school (but this is not compulsory according to the 

current Russian legislation).

 Meadow Mari is often understood (but not always), its better 

knowledge is favoured by philological education.







HILL MARI: LANGUAGE CONTACT

 Intensive contact with Russian + centuries-long interaction with 
Chuvash.

 Hundreds of lexical borrowings from Chuvash & some 
grammatical constructions are claimed to have been borrowed 
[Räsänen 1920; Fedotov 1990].

 Now:

✓ 2010 population census: only 0,3% of Hill Mari population 
speak Chuvash.

✓ Survey among our consultants: 3 people (7%) speak 
Chuvash, 8 people (18.6%) understand it, 32 people 
(74.4%) do not understand.

 What our consultants remember: better knowledge of Chuvash 
in the first half of the XX century (mixed marriages, trade etc.).

 Obvious traces of language contact in the past, but no 
synchronic influence.



HIL L MA R I: L A N G U A G E C O N T A C T

 Many Russian borrowings; code-switching [Savatkova 1969; 
Dyachkov 2018; Khomchenkova 2018].

 At the same time the Russian speech is influenced by Hill Mari, e.g.:

Он немножко начитанный ребенок если, он правильно составит 
предложение и всё ‘If a child is to some extent well-read, he will just 
construct a sentence correctly’. (Clause-final position typical of Hill 
Mari gə̈n’ ‘if’ but untypical of Russian; a teacher about the way her 
pupils use conjunctions)

другое игра ‘another game’ (wrong gender agreement)

Никто эту доску не наступил ‘Nobody has stepped on this wooden 
board’ (wrong valency pattern)

тугой дождь ‘heavy rain’ (wrong collocation, loan translation from Hill 
Mari)



RE S E A R C H T O P IC S

 Hill Mari is well-documented (see books by Alhoniemi, 

Pengitov et al., Savatkova, Tuzharov, …).

 Some results are however formulated for both Mari languages 

or with a Meadow Mari bias.

 Hill Mari is actively used.

 So we do not restrict our research to some basic 

documentation.

 And we do not pay too much attention to those issues which 

were studied in detail before.

 Instead, other topics still need description and analysis, being 

at the background of traditional studies.

 NP syntax; semantics and syntax of numerals and quantifiers; 

event structure in verbal constructions; theoretical analysis of 

modal constructions; depictives; correlatives…



RESEARCH TOPICS

 Much attention to lexical typology in contrast to many other 

projects.

 See also the chapters on lexical semantics in the recent 

monograph on Moksha + an overview in [Kashkin 2017].

 Lexicon of qualities (mostly adjectives): colour terms, terms for 

dimensions and shape, ‘sharp’ – ‘blunt’, ‘old’ – ‘new’, ‘clean’ –

‘dirty’ etc.

 Verbal domains: rotation, oscillation, opening – closing, sound 

etc.

 Also underdescribed so far, almost no typological background 

in the previous studies.



METHODS

 Elicitation + corpus studies.

 We do not agree that one should use only “pure” examples 

from spontaneous texts.

 Examples from texts should also be checked (slips of the 

tongue, idiolectal features etc.).

 At the same time elicited data are verified with the corpus 

analysis, where possible.

 Corpus data are necessary for discourse-based phenomena.



EL IC IT A T IO N

 Obligatory for complicated semantic and syntactic issues.

 All consultants really speak their mother tongue and are reliable.

 For some topics especially favourable with well-educated 

consultants.

 Some problem: the local variety

of Russian vs. topics involving

subtle semantic distinctions

(e.g. indefinite pronouns).

 Some points concerning

well-educated consultants.



AT T E M P T S O F S T A N D A R D IZ A T IO N

 The verbs šə̈nzäš ‘to sit’ and šalgaš ‘to stand’.

 The correspondence with Russian сидеть and стоять is not 

always transparent, see [Kashkin 2018] for some details.

 The explanation of a teacher:

«У нас в институте преподавал профессор <…>. Он нас 

учил: “Всё, что в русском языке стоит, в марийском языке 

сидит!”»

(Professor <…> taught at our institute. He told us, “Everything 

described in Russian as standing should be described in Mari as 

sitting”).

 And the responses to this particular questionnaire differ from 

the responses of less educated speakers.

 However many other responses do not differ or in case of 

variation do not transparently correlate with education.



IMAGINATION

 Evaluation of a stimulus in Hill Mari:

«Нельзя сказать, набор слов. Но самое интересное, что такое 
предложение может говориться. Именно с таким же значением. 
Такое предложение говорится… именно чтобы… с определенным 
значением. Человек к данному… к своему событию, о котором 
говорит предложение, относится с усмешкой. Поэтому и само 
предложение начинает строить грамматически неправильно. 
Данное предложение говорится с тем значением, чтобы привлечь 
внимание»

(It is impossible so say so, a bunch of words. The most interesting is 
that such a sentence can be said. With exactly the same meaning. 
Such a sentence is used… exactly because… with a certain meaning. 
A person considers the event described in the sentence with irony. 
That’s why he/she starts constructing a grammatically incorrect 
sentence. This sentence is used to attract attention)



CORPUS STUDIES

 167 texts / 63522 tokens so far.

 Mainly recordings of oral speech transcribed and translated 

together with consultants.

 Main genres:

✓ Stories from everyday life.

✓ Stories on the history of villages or various objects (school, 

church etc.)

✓ Procedures (games, recipes, getting to some location).

✓ Fairy tales.

✓ Experiments (descriptions of visual stimuli).



CO R P U S S T U D IE S

 Sometimes the amount of data is reliable, e.g. POSS.3SG -žə̑ 

(and allomorphs): 2665 occurrences.

 Sometimes it is not, e.g. approximative marker närə̈: 19 

occurrences.

 Fully spontaneous vs. experimental texts.



EX P E R IM E N T A L T E X T S

 All inspired mainly
by [Usacheva 2017].

 The game «шляпа»
(Rus., “hat”):
one consultant
receives a sheet of paper
with a word written on it,
the other one does not see it,
the first one should explain
the word so that the other one guessed.

 Helpful for some topics in lexical typology, e.g. verbs of 
oscillation (‘swing’, ‘sway’, ‘totter’ etc.): prototypical situations 
for different items [Davidyuk 2018].

 Examples of spontaneous dialogues with various discourse-
based phenomena.

 However these dialogues are not quite typical of the real life.



EXPERIMENTAL TEXTS: REFERENTIAL COMMUNICATION

 Both consultants see the same picture of a classroom, but do 

not see each other.

 The investigator puts some

objects on the picture

of the first consultant

(boys, girls, flowers etc.).

 The first consultant explains

what is going on, and

the second consultant

should reproduce it.

 The second consultant can ask any questions.



EXPERIMENTAL TEXTS

 Referential communication.

 Provides spontaneous examples of relevant grammatical 

constructions, e.g. NPs like kok poldə̑šan sar üpän rvežə̈ ‘a 

blonde-haired boy with two buttons’.

 Repeating actions and participants can give some bias for 

studying collocations.

✓ E.g. constructions CVB (-n) + the light verb šə̈ndäš ‘to seat’.

✓ 15 occurrences in the corpus with viktäš ‘to reach out, to 

give sth. reaching out’.

✓ All in two experimental texts (2+13).



IN S T E A D O F A S U M M A R Y

Some work is done with Hill Mari and much work is needed.

Materials: http://hillmari-exp.tilda.ws/

Contact: egorka1988@gmail.com

http://hillmari-exp.tilda.ws/

